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Docket UE-061546 suggested the Commission intended to limit this modeling to on peak 1 

hours only, or to only allow the transactions to flow from west to east. 2 

Q. CAN YOU DESCRIBE THE MECHANICS OF THE COMPANY’S MODELING? 3 

A. The process used by the Company requires a modeling of the entire PacifiCorp system.  4 

This is necessary because the Company uses the hourly transmission transfers from the 5 

GRID simulation of the entire system to determine the amounts of energy sold in the 6 

eastern market sale used in the WCA model.  To analyze this modeling, I obtained the 7 

GRID system database the Company used for this analysis from the response to ICNU 8 

DR 1.22.   9 

Q. EXPLAIN THE STEPS PERFORMED IN THE COMPANY MODELING. 10 

A. In the system level simulation GRID determines for each hour the transfers between the 11 

eastern and western control areas, through various transmission paths.  Those modeled in 12 

the eastern market sales travel across certain links:  Idaho Colstrip to Goshen, Idaho to 13 

Path C, Idaho to Path C North, Idaho to Path C STF, and Jim Bridger to Wyoming 14 

Central.  Each hour GRID determined the flow of energy from west to east (or vice-15 

versa) based on loads, generation, constraints and market price differences.  If there is a 16 

market price difference between east and west in a given hour, GRID will make a trade 17 

between markets up to the maximum amount allowed by transmission constraints.  As it 18 

was recognized that the PACW often has lower prices than PACE, this was intended to 19 

reflect some of the benefits the western part of the system provides to the integrated 20 

system.  In effect, the eastern market modeling is intended to reflect some of the benefits 21 

of integration of the system as a whole. 22 


